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As i search but couldnt find the proper answer, kindly help. A: You can try this way: IdentityRequest request = new IdentityRequest() .setUsername("Sussi") .setAuthenticationType(AuthenticationType.PASSWORD) .setPassword(password); List registrations = new ArrayList(); registrations.add(new RegistrationDetails()); registrations.get(0).setIdentity(request);
registrations.get(0).setImplementedAt(Instant.now()); registrations.get(0).setStatus(RegistrationDetails.Status.REGISTERED); registrations.get(0).setExpiry(Instant.now().plus(60, ChronoUnit.DAYS)); RequestResponse registration = factory.userId(request) .vaultKey("c6fbfcda-adde-4739-a72c-d364b3b02501") .build() .get(RequestResponse.class); In the above code, I have just changed the value of id.
Please replace the rest with your values. Drug abusers come in all shapes and sizes, just as hard substances do. The following persons might have trouble with this post. They must take their drugs in the following ways: orally, intravenously, rectally, by smoking and in injected form. You are a man. You use drugs. Read on. Do you know where your parents got their drugs from? It is often the drug dealer

in the neighbourhood. You can find him by looking around the neighbourhood. Do you know which brands of drugs are available in the free market? In this section, we explain some easy to buy drugs in the free market, including hash, skunk, new and classic OTC drugs. Read on.Q: A question on Banach-Tarski theorem In Banach-Tarski theorem there is some remark saying if we take a discrete
subspace of $\mathbb{R}^n$ by adding at least two points in the discrete subspace with isometries, the obtained space is non
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